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GRAPmCAL METHODS IN THE THERMODYNAMICS 
OF FLUIDS. 

[7'rrauadioIu oj 11M ~ AaIIlemy, n, pp. 309-342, April-May, 1873.] 

ALTHOUGH geometrical representations of propositions in the thermo
dyDamics of ftuids are in general use, and have done good service 
in di88eminating clear notions in this science, yet they have by no 
me&D8 received the extension in respect to variety and generality 
of which they are capable. So far 88 regards a general graphical 
method, which can exhibit at once all the thermodynamic properties 
of a ftuid concerned in reversible processes, and serve alike for the 
demonstration of general theorems and the numerical solution of 
particu1ar problems, it is the general if not the universal practice to 
U8e diagrams in which the rectilinear co-ordinatee represent volume 
and preasure. The object of this article is to call attention to certain 
diagrams of different construction, which aft"ord graphical methods c0-

extensive in their applications with that in ordinary use, and prefer
able to it in many cases in respect of distinctness or of convenience. 

Qaantitill and RelatiODl which are to be repl'8leDted bJ' the 
Diagram. 

We have to consider the following quantities:-

;: :: ;=::" ) 
t, the (absolute) temperature, of a given body in any state, 
t, the energy, 
'I, the entropy, 

&lao W, the work done, }by the body in puring from one.tate 
and H, the heat received,- to another. 

• Work apent 1IpOIl the bod, ia • uaal to he 00II8ideNcl • a MpUye .... my of 
work etc.. by the bod,. &ad heM giveD oat by tbe bod,. a MpUye qtUIIIUtJ of hIM 
NeIIiYecI by it. 

h II takeD fOl' gnated tbd the bod, baa a uIIorm ""''''''''N tbroqhoat, .... t.W 
&I...-re (01' upua.e f_) baa a uiform nl .. ba4b for aU poIDta la the t .. , Md 
far aD direotIoaL 'l'bII, it wU1 he ot..Yecl, will aelade irreYenlbIe pr111" '., ... , wm ... _tinl, eaolllCle eoIida, a1d1oaP the CODdbioa of equl ...... ill aU elf, ...... 
......... _ "., limited, ill "Web they _ wbIIba &be ..... of &be ......... 

Q.L A 

,.- '"' 
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Theee are 8ubject to the relatiOD8 expreaaed by the following difFer-
ential eqaat.ioua:- ,ur _ ap dtl, (a) 

dc==~dB-dW. (b) 

dR-
d'l--t- , (c) 

where a and ~ are conatanta depending upon the unita by which ". p. 
Waod R are meuured. We may auppoae our unita 80 chc.en that 
a-I and ~-l.t and write our equationa in the simpler form. 

dc-dH-dW. (1) 
dW-pdtl. (2) 

dB == td". (3) 

Eliminating dW and dR. we have 
dc-td,,-pdv. (.) 

The quantities tI. p. t. f and " are determined when the state of the 
body is given. and it may be permitted to ea11 them jundiontt of 1M 
tdat~ of th~ body. The state of a body. in the seD8e in which the 
term is used in the thermodynamics of fluids. is capable of two inde
pendent variatioD8, 80 that between the five quantitie8 t'. p. t. f and , 
there exist relationa expl'e88ible by three finite equationa, different in 
general for different subetanee1!. but always such &8 to be in harmony 
with the differential equation ("'~ This equation evidently signifies 
that if f be expressed &8 function of v and II. the partial diffe~ntia1 
co-effieient& of this function taken with respect to v and to " will be 
equal to -p and to t respectively. t 

- Bqaadoa (a) -1 be deriyed from aimple mechaa.ioal oooaiderati-. Eq ....... (1.) 
aad (0) _y be eouidered .. de6DiIl, &be 8IICI'JO' aDd .. Wop)' 01 aDy ..... 01 &lie '-17. 
or more MeLly .. de8niD, &be dlll'erea~ d. aDd .. ". Tba& f1mc:\iou 01 &lie .... 01 
ahe body u" &be cWl'el'ftl~ of which _tiafy tb_ eqaatioaa, _y ...uy be dell .... 
from &be In, aad I8CODd Ia_ 01 &bermodyaamlce. The &enD .-ron. " will be 
obeened, la be ... OM ill _rduce wi&b the ofiaiaal ngsL10D of CIaui-. MIl .... 
ill &be _ iD wbich i' baa beea employed by Prol_ Tait aDd atIMn at ...... 
eIllIWUOD. The __ qaaati'1 baa beea called by Prof_ RaaltiDe &lie n... 
cIr-ie I-'iort. See Claaaiu .. Merlt_wM W~ AbbDd. iL lit; ell' ,.... 

....... Bel. euy. (1865). p. 380; aDd RaokiDe, PAil. n--... "nil. 1M. p. •• 
t For example. _ IDaY eb_ .. t.be ODIt 01 \,010_. &be cabe 01 t.be ODIt 01 ~

.. tbe lilli' of ..-... &b. anit 01 loroe actiDa apoa &b ... _ of t.be lilli' 01 a-,tIa.

.. &be ai' 01 work &be Hit of loroe actin, &brolllb &b. wit of leDI'b.-&Dd ........ a 
01 h-' th. tt-al eqaiftlea, 01 &be wit 01 worlt. Tb. 1IIli .. of IeDtt.b aDd 01 '
would .uu be arbit.rvy .. w.1I .. the ai& of IemperMare. 

: Ala eqaatioD Ii'"'111 • ill tenDa 01 " Uld •• or - a-raUy UlyW .. eq--
betw_ •• " aDd • lor a dd.i .. qauu'1 01 aD1 laid. _y be -.aclend .. t.be ,..... 
_nlal &Jaer.odpunlo eqaatioD of t.ba& 1.ld ... lrom ia by aid 01 eq~ ClII. (I) ... 
(tl _y be d_hed aU t.be ,b.rmodyaamle propertiee of &be laid (_ ....... e •• all 
pre I .... __ I. ria.: tIM I.Dd_taI eqaatiaa wi&b .. aa&ioa (t) Ii- aM 
t.bree rea.u- .aiau.., be,w_ •• P. t, • a.ad ,., aDd ta-. ..... tloM beiat u.... 
eq ...... (21 UId (31,m t.be worlt W UId beat H Ieii' UI' ..... 01 ..... 01 aM I .... 
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TIIEBllODTIU.lI1CS OF n.n:ns.. 3 

On the other baud W aDd H are not functioml of the state of the 
body (or f1D1dioos of aDYof &he q1lUltities '., p. t. € and ,). but are 
de&ennined by the wbole series of sta&es through whieh the body is 
aiippOJtd to pus. 

J'udamaatal Idea ud Oaenl P!opertiea of the Diacram. 
Now if we MIJOCiate a particular point in a plane with e"ery separate 

state, of which the body is eapable. in any continuous manner, 80 that 
states differing infinitely little are 88SOciated with points which are 
infinitely near to each other,. the points associated with states of 
equal volume will form lines, which may be called li "fOg of ffJual 
rolufM, the diff'erent lines being distinguished by the numerical value 
of the volume (as lines of volume 10, 20, 30, etc.~ In the same way 
we may conceive of lines of equal prwtstl/rt, of equal tnnperaturt, of 
tlJual energy, and of equal entropy. These lines we may also call 
~ri.c, i80piMtic, i.8otMrnw1, isodynamic, i&mtropic,t and if neces
sary 1l8e these words as substantives. 

Suppose the body to change its state, the points associated with the 
states through which the body passes will form a line, which we may 
eall the path of the body. The conception of a path must include 
the idea of direction, to express the order in which the body passes 

. through the series of states. With every such change of state there 
is oonnected in general a certain amount of work done, W, and of heat 
received. H, which we may call the WQ'1'k and the heat of the pa,tiL.t 
The value of these quantities may be calculated from eqnations (2) 
and (3), 

ie., 

dW==pdv, 

dH=td", 

W==/pdv, 

H=/td", 

(&) 
(6) 

• The method uually employed in treatiaea on thermodynamlOl. in whloh the reot,. 
aaplar co-ordinatee of the point are made proportional to the volume and pr •• ure of 
the body, i. a Bingle ezample of Buch an BIBOCiation. 

tTheae linea are uually known by the name given them by Rankine. adiGbGlk. If, 
laoweYer', we follow the Buggeation of ClausiuB and call that quantity cfttropv. whlCJh 
Rankine c:alled the tlacrmodynamic /uftCtitna, it _mB natural to go one Btep 'arther, and 
ea1l the linea in which this qnantity baa a conatant valne WeJttropic. 

: Por the _e of brevity. it will be convenient to UIB language whloh attrlbut. to 
the diagram p1'Op8rtiea which beloDg to the BIBOCiated ltatea of the body. 1· ..... It 0Il1i 

pye rile to DO ambiguity, if we apeak of the volume or tbe temperature of a PC/Jrlt In the 
diagram, or of tbe work or heat of a line. inltead of the volume or temperature "' the 
body in the Itate a.ociIIted with the point, or the work clone or the b.t. raMl¥1If1 I" 
&Ita body in ~ through the .tatea a.ooiated with the point. of t ... 11.... I" lII,a 
_ alIo we may .peak of the body moving along a Une In the d .. r ...... In .... aIt 'If 
..... tbroagb the aeriea of ltatel rep~ted by the nn.. 

.,r .... 
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GRAPHICAL METHODS IN THE 

the integration being carried on from the beginning to the end of the 
path. If the direction of the path is reversed, W and H change their 
sigos, remaining the same in abeolute value. 

If the changes of state of the body form a cycle, i.e., if the final 
state is the same as the initial, the path becomes a circuit, and the 
work done and heat received are equal, as may be seen from equation 
(1), which when integrated for this case becomes O=H- W. 

The circuit will enclose a certain area, which we may consider as 
positive or negative according to the direction of the circuit which 
circumscribes it. The direction in which areas must be circulD8Cribed 
in order that their value may be positive, is of course arbitrary. In 
other words, if z and y are the rectangular co-ordinates, we may 
define an area either as/yik, or as/xdy. 

If an area be divided into any number of parts, the work done in 
the circuit bounding the whole area is equal to the sum of the work 
done in all the circuits bounding the partial areas. This is evident 
from the consideration, that the work done in each of the lines which 
separate the partial areas appears twice and with contrary signs in 
the sum of the work done in the circuits bounding the partial areas. 
Also the heat received in the circuit bounding the whole area is equal 
to the sum of the heat received in all the circuits bounding the 
partial areas. * 

If all the dimensions of a circuit are infinitely small, the ratio of 
the included area to the work or heat of the circuit is independent of 

Fic·I. 

the shape of the circuit and the 
direction in which it is described, 
and varies only with its position 
in the diagram. That this ratio 
is independent of the direction in 
which the circuit is described, is 

P, evident from the consideration 
that a reversal of this direction 
simply changes the sign of both 
terms of the ratio. To prove that 
the ratio is independent of the 
shape of the circuit, let; us suppose 
the area ABCDE (fig. 1) divided 

up by an infinite number of isometrics V1V1' v.v.' etc., with equal 
differences of volume dv, and an infinite number of isopiestics P1P1' 
PIP.. etc., with equal differences of pressure dp. Now from the 

* The conception of areu .. poIitive or Degative renden it unneoeaary in propoeitioDi 
of thla kind to .tate ezplicit1y the direction in which the circuit. are to be delCribecL 
For the directioDi of the circuit. are determined by the .ipa of the &reM, aDd t.he .ip. 
of the partial areu mat be the .. me .. that of the area out of whioh they were formed. 
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TllERMODYNAlrIICS OF FLUIDS. 5 

principle of continuity, as the whole figure is infinitely small, the 
ratio of the area of one of the small quadrilaterals into which the 
figure is divided to the work done in passing around it is approxi
mately the same for all the different quadrilaterals. Therefore 
the area of the figure composed of all the complete quadrilaterals 
which fall within the given circuit has to the work done in circum
IICribing this figure the same ratio, which we will call y. But the 
area of this figure is approximately the same &8 that of the given 
cireuit, and the work done in describing this figure is approximately 
the same &8 that done in describing the given circuit (eq. 5). There
fore the area of the given circuit h&8 to the work done or heat received 
in that circuit this ratio y, which is independent of the shape of 
the circuit. 

Now if we imagine the systems of equidifferent isometrics and 
iaopiestics, which have just been spoken of, extended over the whole 
diagram, the work done in circumscribing one of the small quadri
laterals, 80 that the increase of pressure directly precedes the increase 
of volume, will have in every part of the diagram a constant value, 
viz., the product of the differences of volume and pressure (dv X dp), 
18 may easily be proved by applying equation (2) successively to its 
four sides. But the area of one of these quadrilaterals, which we 
eould consider &8 constant within the limits of the infinitely small 
cireuit, may vary for different parts of the diagram, and will indicate 
proportionally the value of y, which is equal to the &rea divided by 
dvxdp. 

In like manner, if we imagine systems of isentropics and isother
mals drawn throughout the diagram for equal differences d" and tit, 
the heat received in passing around' one of the small quadrilaterals, 
80 that the increase of t shall directly precede that of ", will be the 
OOD8tant product d" x dt, &8 may be proved by equation (3), and the 
value of y, which is equal to the &rea divided by the heat, will be 
indicated proportionally by the areas.-

• The iDdicatioD of the value of "I by SYItem. of equidifi"erent iaometriOl and iaopies. 
tics, 01' atropiOl and iaothermals, is uplained above, becaue it seeml in accordance 
wi&Ia &be spirit of the graphical method. and becaue it avoids the extraneoul coDlider· 
ItiaIa of the oo-ordlnatea. H, however. it is desired to have analytical expre.ioDl for 
&lie ftlue of 'Y bued upon the relations between the oo-ordinates of the point and the 
IC&t.e of the body, it is easy to deduce IUch ~ODI &I the following, in whioh 11& 

IIId , are the rectangular co.ordinates, and it ja I1IPposed that the lign of an area is 
~ in -roance with the eqnation .d = fldte:-

I d" tip tip dfJ J" tIC tIC d" 
i=dte·~-dte·.=dte·.-dte·~ 

where :Ie IIIId , are regarded &I the independent variables ;-or 

'Y=~' 9._ •. !!; 
elfJ tip dfJ tip 
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8 GRAPHICAL IUTIIODS IN THE 

This quantity 'Y, which ia the ratio of the area of an in6nitt-Iy 8IDAlI 
circuit to the work done or heat received in that circuit, and which 
we may call the scale on which work and heat are repreeenteci by 
&rea8, or more briedy, the IlCaU of wurk tlna 1aMI, may have a coDIItaDt 
value throughout the diagram or it may have a varying value. The 
diagram in ordinary U8e affords an example of the 6rst cue, as the 
area of a circuit ia everywhere proportional to the work or heaL 
There are other diagrams which have the aame property, and we 10&1 
call all such dUlyn'mIf of CQWft(l1lt H('(tif'. 

In any cue we may consider the scale of work and heat as kDcnna 
for every point of the diagram, 80 far as we are able to draw the 
iaometrica and iaopieetica or the i8entropica and iROthermal& If we 
write dW and dB for the work and heat of an infinitesimal circuit, 
and dA for the area included, the relations of these quantitie8 are 
thus expreued :-* 

dW-dB-!cM. 
'Y 

(7) 

We may 6nd the value of Wand B for a circuit of 6nite dimensiona 
by 8upposing the included area A divided into areu dA in6nit.t-ly 
8mall in all directioOR, for which therefore the above equation will 
hold, and taking the 8um of the values of dH or d W for the varioua 
areu dJi. Writing we and BC for the work and heat of the circuit 
C, and !C for a 8ummation or integration performed within Ole 
limite of this circuit, we have 

wben., uad p an &he iDdepeDdeD\ Yariablee:-« 

dz rJ, rJ, dz 
')= 0,' ill - d~' <lI' 

wta... uad t an t.IM iDdepmden\ YariabIM;-or 

d'. I -dr;; 
i =;z; II, 1&' 

;;;. . il. - i1e • ~ 
wbere ,. uad • an tbe badepeDdent YariabIeL 

Th_ uad limllar expre.iou lor! -1 be loaDei b1 dh·l.uo, \be ....... 01 * .... 
') 

.. bat for UI balnitely .mall dreDi' b, \be _ lacluded. Thill operatioa CUI be -' 
_YellieDti, perlom.ed apoD • circuit couiatbag of lour li_, ba eacb 01 which _ 01 
\b. lodepeodeDt yanabl. il CODItADt.. Kg., the IMt lormala ClUl be -' _I, '-ad 
from UI iDIDltel, email cireult formed 01 two ~triC8 and two iaeaLrvpics. 

-To aYOId -,pioa, M rJN' aod rlH are rnerally .......... an DIed ........... .. 
daIa article to denote the work ..... beat of UI la8Di\e ahw\ path, • allpti, ....... , 
..... tloo. I W Uld ,,,, i. here ued to deoot. the work and h.t of UI IDfiDh.ly -U 
circuit. l'W> • .4 .. uaed to d.note ua .Iem ... l of _ wbich ia infiDite')' -U ill all 
dlrecti_. AI the letter d would ouly impl, that tbe elemeDt WM baliDitel)' -U iII_ 
direction. & &lao boolow. the iDtellf'&tioD or IUlDruaUoa whicb exWnda to all the .... 
DWnta writ\ell '-Ith • ia dnoted b, the charact« :, M tb. c:Jaander / Da&IUalI, 
....... to .1._tII writ\ell with rL 
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THERMODYNAMICS OF FLUIDS. 

1 
WO=JIO=1:.°-oil. 

y 

7 

(8) 

We have thus an expression for the value of the work and heat of a 
circuit involving an integration extending over an area instead of one 
extending over a line, &8 in equations (5) and (6). 

Similar expressions may be found for the work and the heat of a 
path which is not a circuit. For this case may be reduced to the 
preceding by the consideration that W = 0 for a path on an is0-
metric or on the line of no pressure (eq. 2), and H =0 for a path on 
an isentropic or on the line of absolute cold. Hence the work of any 
path 8 is equal to that of the circuit formed of 8, the isometric of 
the final state, the line of no pressure and the isometric of the initial 
state, which circuit may be represented by the notation [8. '11'. pO. '1)1. 
And the heat of the same path is the same &8 that of the circuit [8, ,t. 
tI, ,,1. Therefore using WS and Jl8 to denote the work and heat of 
any path 8, we have 

ws = 1:.[8, "', pi, "J! oil, 
y 

Jl8 = 1:. [8, yf, at",.J.! oil, 
y 

(9) 

(10) 

where &8 before the limits of the integration are denoted by the 
expreeaion occupying the place of an index to the sign 1:... These 
equations evidently include equation (8) &8 a particular case. 

It is easy to form a material conception of these relations. If we 
imagine. for example, mass inherent in the plane of the diagram with 

• varying (superficial) density represented by!. then 1:..! oil will 
y y 

• A word Ihould be said in regard to the 18018 in whioh the above propoeitioul 
Ihoald be uuderatood. If beyond the limi ..... within which the relations of 11. P. t •• 
&lid, are kDown and whioh we may call the limi .... of the known field, we continue the 
iIometrica, iIopieatiCl, &c., in any way we pl_. only subject to the condition thlt the 
n1atiODl of II, p, t.« and., .hall he cODliatent with the equation de=td.,-pdv, tben in 
oa1culatiDg the valuea of quantitiea Wand H determined by the equations dW=pdl1 
aDd tJH=ttl., for pathl or circuits in any part of the diagram thlll extended. we may 
... &IIy of the propcaitiolll or proceuea given above ... theae three equatione hive 
fonaed the only bMia of the reaaoning. We will thul obtain valnea of Wand H, whioh 
will be identical with thOle which would be obtained by the immediate application of 
the eqDltiolll tlW =pdl1 and dH =td., to the path in queation. and which in the 0&18 of 
Illy path which ia entirely contained in the known field will be the true valuea of the 
work &lid heat for the change of etate of the body which the path repreeente. We 
... y tb1l8 _ linea outeide of the known field without attributing to them any phyeical 
IipifiCltion whatever, without oon.idering the pointe in the linea .. repreeenting any 
... of the body. If however. to fix our ideae, we cbocae to conceive of thia part of 
the diagram .. having the .me phyeica1 interpretation .. the known field, and to 
lDanciate oar propcaitiolll in language baaed upon euch a conception. the nnreality or 
"en the impollihility of t.he etatee repreeented by the linee outeide of the known field 
CUIDot lead to any incorrect. reeults in regard to patha in the known field. 
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8 GRAPHICAL METHODS IN THE 

evidently denote the m888 of the part of the plane inchided within 
the limits of integration, this mass being taken positively or nega.
tively according to the direction of the circuit. 

Thus far we have made no supposition in regard to the nature of 
the law, by which we 8880Ciate the points of a plane with the states 
of the body, except a certain condition of continuity. Whatever law 
we may adopt, we obtain a method of representation of the thermo
dynamic properties of the body, in which the relations existing 
between the functions of the state of the body are indicated by a 
net-work of lines, while the work done and the heat received by the 
body when it changes its state are represented by integrals extend
ing over the elements of a line, and also by an integra.l extending 
over the elements of certain areas in the diagra.m, or, if we choose to 
introduce such a consideration, by the m888 belonging to these areas. 

The different diagrams which we obtain by different laws of asso
ciation are all such as may be ~btained from one another by a process 
of defwmatitm, and this consideration is sufficient to demonstrate 
their properties from the well-known properties of the diagram in 
which the volume and pressure are represented by rectangular co
ordinates. For the relations indicated by the net-work of isometrics, 
isopiestics etc., are evidently not altered by deformation of the sur
face upon which they are drawn, and if we conceive of m888 as belong
ing to the surface, the m888 included within given lines will also not 
be affected by the process of deformation. If, then, the surface upon 
which the ordinary diagram is drawn has the uniform superficial den
sity I, 80 that the work and heat of a circuit, which are represented 
in this diagram by the included area, sha.II also be represented by 
the m888 included, this latter relation will hold for any diagra.m 
formed from this by deformation of the surface on which it is drawn. 

The choice of the method of representation is of course to be deter
mined by considerations of simplicity and convenience, especially in 
regard to the drawing of the lines of equal volume, pressure, tempera
ture, energy and entropy, and the estimation of work and heat. There 
is an obvious advantage in the use of diagrams of constant scale, in 
which the work and heat are represented simply by areas. Such dia
grams may of course be produced by an infinity of different methods, 
as there is no limit to the ways of deforming a plane figure without 
altering the magnitude of its element&. Among these methods, two 
are especially important,-the ordinary method in which the volume 
and pressure are represented by rectilinear co-ordinates, and that in 
which the entropy and temperature are 80 represented. A diagram 
formed by the former method may be called, for the sake of distinc
tion, a 'VOlume-pressure diagram,-one formed by the latter, an entrqpy
temperature diagram. That the latter as well as the former satisfies 
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THERMODYNAMICS OF FLUIDS. 9 

the eondition that y == 1 throughout the whole diagram, may be seen 
by reference to page 5. 

fte Entropy-temperature Diagram compared with that in 
ordinary use. 

C~Wns i~ of the -natwre of the body in question. 

As the general equations (1), (2), (3) are not altered by interchang
ing tI, -p and - W with '1, t and H respectively, it is evident that, 
80 far &8 these equations are concerned, there is nothing to choose 
between a volume-pressure and an entropy-temperature diagram. In 
the former, the work is represented by an area bounded by the path 
whieh repreaenta the change of state of the body, two ordinates and 
the uis of abscissas. The same is true of the heat received in the 
latter diagram. Again, in the former diagram, the heat received is 
represented by an area bounded by the path and certain lines, the 
eharaeter of which depends upon the nature of the body under consid
eration. Except in the case of an ideal body, the properties of which 
are determined by assumption, these lines are more or less unknown 
in a part of their course, and in any case the area will generally 
extend to an infinite distance. Very much the same inconveniences 
attaeh themselves to the areas representing work in the entropy
temperature diagram.* There is, however, a consideration of a 

*0 oeitlter diap'am do th_ CircumataDceB create any seriODs difticulty in the eati
IIIUioa of .,... rep~Dting work or heat. It is always JIOIIIible to divide these areas 
iDto two pan.. of whioh ODe is of fiDite dimeDeioDS, aDd the other can be ca1calated iD 
the aimpleet manDer. Thus in the entropy· tempera-
&1Ue cllagram the work dODe in a path AB (fig. 2) is 
..-ted by the _ included by tbe path AD, the 
iIometric Be. t.he liDe of DO preaure aDd the isometrio 
DA. The line of DO preuure and the adjacent parte 
aI the isometrics in the 0&88 of an actual gas or vapor 
1ft IlION or Ieee undetermined in the Pl'll88llt state 
of oar know1eclge, and are likely to remain 80; for 

A. 

ID ideal gas the line of no preuare coinoides with g--,--
&be uie of ~, aDd is an uymptote to the 7.-~O'--------" 
iIIaeVice. But, be thle u it may, it is Dot neceuary 
to eumiDe the form of the remoter parte of the 

B 

cIiacnm- H _ draw an isopiestic MN, cDtting AD aDd DC, the area MNCD, which 
~ta the work done in MN, will be equal to p(tI' - tI), where p denotes the preuare 
is liN, aDd tI' aDd fI denote the volumes at B and A reepectively (eq. 6). Hence the 
wvrk dcme in AB will be rep~Dted by ABNM+p(tI'-tl). ID the volume-preeeare 
~ the areu repl'll88llting heat may be divided by aD iaothermal, aDd treated in 
• _ entirely analogous. 

Or we -1 make _ of the principle that, for a path which begins and ends on the 
... ieodyaamio, the work and heat are equal, u appears by integration of equation 
(I). Bence, in the entropy-temperature diagram, to find the work of any path. we may 
atead it by aD isometric (wbich will not alter ita work), 80 that it Iball begin aDd end 
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10 GRAPHICAL METHODS IN THE 

general character, which 8hoWB an important advantage on the aide of 
the entropy-temperature diagram. In t.hermodynamic problema, beat 
received at one temperature is by no means the equivalent of thf' 
Bame amount of heat received at another temperature. For exampk. 
a 8upply of a million calories at 150" i8 a very different thing from • 
8upply of a million calories at 50-. But no 8uch distinction exists in 
regard to work. This is a reBult of the general law, that heat CAD 

only pass from a hotter to a colder body, while work can be transfel't'ld 
by mechanical mean8 from one fluid to any other, whatever may be
the preB81l1'e8. Hence, in thermodynamic problema, it is generally 
neceB8&ry to diRtinguiBh between the quantities of heat received or 
given out by the body at different temperatures, while as far &II work 
i8 concerned, it i8 generally 8ufficient to ascertain the total amount 
performed. If, then, several heat-areaa and one work-area enter into 
the problem, it is evidently more important that the former MOuld be 
simple in form, than that the latter should be BO. Moreover, in ~ 
very common case of a circuit, the work-area is bounded entirely by 
the path, and the form of the isometrics and the line of no pre.1ln 
are of no especial con.sequence. 

It is worthy of notice that the 8impiMt form of a perfect therm& 
dynamic engine, BO often deeeribed in treatises on thermodynamics, is 

L A • 
D~-"""C 

o F 

repl'e8ented in the entropy-temperatuft 
diagram by a figure of extreme sim
plicity, viz: a rectangle of which the 
Rides are parallel to the co-ordina&e 
axe&. ThUB in figure 3, the ci~t 
ABCD may repretlent the aerie& of 
8tatea through which the fluid is made 
to pass in Ruch an engine, the included 

, area representing the work done. wbil~ 
the area ABFE repJ'eflents the bMl 

received from the heater at the highest temperatun· AE, and ~ 
area CDEF represents the heat transmitted to the cooler at the loweat 
tempt-rature DE. 

Then> is another form of the perfect thermodynamic engine. ,-ia: 
one with a perfect re~nerator a8 defined by Rankine, Phil. Tm __ 
vol. H4, p. 140, the repn·S{·ntation of which becomeR peculiarly 
simple in the t'lltropy-tt>mperature diagram. Tht' circuit con.siata of 
two equal straight lillt'li AB and cn (fig. 4> parallel to the axis of 
abMcillMfl, and two preciHely Kimilar curves of any form BC and AD. 

OQ the __ 18od,_ic, aDd Lbo Iak. the hat (i...e-l 01 &be work) 01 &be palla III. 
nlended. Tbie meLbod ... euq .. wd by that _pl01M by ('&aiD, ~ 11"_· 
, .. in fkA __ A_. d .. ir cAowl, p. II, aad Zellner, JiultaaioclM ... ......,~ po .... 
in &be r8' ..... cue. yia: to flDcl &.1M IMa& of a paUl in &b •• ol._ . ....-... ctaa,na. 
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The included area ABCD represents the work done, and the areas 
ABba and CDdc represent respectively the heat received from the 
heater and that transmitted to the tAB 

cooler. The heat imparted by the fluid 
ro the regenerator in passing from B 
ro C, and restored to the 
fluid in ita from D to A, 
represented areas BCcb 
DAad. 

It is nlatter of the first 

/ 

importance in the study of any thermo- 0 d & 

V:-.4-dynamic engine, to compare it with a &'6 

/ 
c 

c b " 
perfect engine. Such a comparison will ohviously be much facilitated 
by the use of a method in which the perfect engine is represented 
by such simple forms. 

The UJ"'~uuu rell,rf',sent volume and preS8ure 
in the simple character 

is based, and 
to render 

a method notion of existence of 
depends upon the second law of thermodynamics, will doubtless seem 
to many far-fetched, and may repel beginners as obscure and difficult 
of comprehension. This inconvenience is perhaps more than counter
bal&nced by the advantages of a method which makes the second law 
of thermodynamics 80 prominent, and gives it so clear and elementary 
an expression. fact, that the of a fluid 
represented positions of a poiut '80 that the 
nates shall the temperatures, heat received or 
out by the be represented bounded by the 
representing through which passes, the ordinates 
drawn through the extreme points of this line, and the axis of 
abecissas,-this fact, clumsy as its expression in words may be, is one 
which presents a clear image to the eye, and which the mind can 
re&dily grasp and retain. It is, however, nothing more nor less than 
a geometrical expression of the second law of thermodynamics in its 
application a form convenient for use, 
from which expression law can, if Ut5!'!''''''''L 

be at once H, then, it is for purposes 
instruction like to familiarize learner with the 
law, than statement as poS8ible, the use 
entropy-temperature diagram may serve a useful purpose in the 
popul&rizing of this science. 

The foregoing considerations are in the main of a general character, 
and independent of the nature of the substance to which the graphical 
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12 GRAPmCAL METHODS IN THE 

method is applied. On this, however, depend the forms of the 
isometrics, isopiestics and isodynamics in the entropy-temperature 
diagram, and of the isentropics, isothermals and isodynamics in the 
volume-pressure diagram. As the convenience of a method depends 
largely upon the ease with which these lines can be drawn, and upon 
the peculiarities of the fluid which has its properties represented in 
the diagram, it is desirable to compare the methods under considera
tion in some of their most important applications. We will commence 
with the case of a perfect gas. 

Oase of a perfect gas. 

A perfect or ideal gas may be defined as such a gas, that for any 
constant quantity of it the product of the volume and the pressure 
varies as the temperature, and the energy varies as the temperature, i.e., 

F=~ ~)* 

e=ct, (B) 

The significance of the constant a is sufficiently indicated by equation 
(A). The significance of c may be rendered more evident by differen
tiating equation (B) and comparing the result 

de=cdt 

with the general equations (1) and (2). viz : 

de=dH -dW. dW =pdv. 

If dv=O. dW=O. and dH=cdt. i.e.. 

(0) 

i.e., c is the quantity of heat necessary to raise the temperature of 
the body one degree under the condition of constant volume. It will 
be observed, that when different quantities of the same gas are con
sidered, a and c both vary as the quantity, and c+a is constant; also, 
that the value of c+a for different gases varies as their specific heat 
determined for equal volumes and for constant volume. 

With the aid of equations (A.) and (B) we may eliminate p and t 
from the general equation (4), viz : 

de=td,,-pdv, 

-In thia article, aU equations which are designated by vablc numerala subeiat for 
lolly body whatever (Iabject to the condition of uniform preesure and temperature). IoIld 
thOlM! which are deeignated by ema11 capitala labellt for lolly qalolltity of a perfect gu 
&I defined above (Iubject of coane to the l&DIe conditions). 

t A subecript letter after a di8"erential co-e1IicieDt ia aeed in thia article to indicate 
the qUlolltity which ia made OOIIIIttoDt in the dUferentlation. 
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which is then reduced to de 1 o.dv 
-=-d'l---, e c c v 

13 

and by integration to loge=~-~logv.* (D) 
c c 

The constant of integration becomes 0, if we call the entropy 0 for 
the state of which the volume and energy are both unity. 

Any other equations which subsist between v, p, t, e and " may be 
derived from the three independent equations (A), (B) and (D). If we 
eliminate e from (B) and (D), we have 

,,=0. log v+c log t+c log c. 

Eliminating v from (A) and (E), we have 

'I =(o.+c) log t- a log p+c logc+a loga. 

EJjroinating t from (A) and (E), we have 
c 

'I=(a+c) log v+c logp+c log-. a 
H v is constant, equa.tion (E) becomes 

" = clog t + Const., 

(E) 

(F) 

(0) 

ie., the isometrics in the entropy-tempera.ture diagram are logarithmic 
curves identical with one another in form,-a change in the value of 
tI having only the effect of moving the curve parallel to the axis of 'I. 
II p is constant. equation (F) becomes 

'I = (o.+c) logt+Const., 
80 that the isopiestics in this diagram have similar properties. Thi8 

identity in form diminishes greatly the labour of drawing any con
siderable number of these curves. For if a card or thin board be cut 
in the form of one of them, it may be used &8 a pattern or ruler to 
draw all of the same system. 

The isodynamics are straight in this diagram (eq. B). 
To find the form of the i80thermaIs and isentropics in the volume

preI!81lre diagram, we may make t and 'I constant in equations (A) 
and (0) respectively, which will then reduce to the well-known equa
tions of these curves :-

and 
pv=Const., 

pcv-+o = Const. 

• If we ue the letter I to denote tbe hue of the Naperian IJ8tem of logarithma, 
eqaatioa (D) may al80 be written in tbe form 

! --.=."-" ". 
TIUa _y be reprded u tbe fundamental thermodYlUUIlic equation of an ideal guo See 
~ Jut DOte on page 2. It will be obeerved, that tbere would be DO real lou of 
PDerality if _ Ihonld cbcx.e, &I the body to which the lettera refer, ncb a quantity 
"'the pi that ODe of the conatant. II and c Ibould be equal to unity. 
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14 GRAPHICAL METHODS IN THE 

The equation of the isodynamics is of course the same as that of the 
isothermals. None of these systems of lines have that property of 
identity of form, which makes the systems of isometrics and isopiestics 
80 easy to draw in the entropy-temperature diagram. 

Oase of condensahle vap(Yr8. 

The case of bodies which pass from the liquid to the gaseous condi
tion is next to be considered. It is usual to assume of such a body, 
that when sufficiently superheated it approaches the condition of a 
perfect gas. If, then, in the entropy-temperature diagram of such a 
body we draw systems of isometrics, isopiestics and isodynamics, &8 if 
for a perfect gas, for proper values of the constants a and c, these will 
be asymptotes to the true isometrics, etc., of the vapor, and in many 
cases will not vary from them greatly in the part of the diagram which 
represents vapor unmixed with liquid, except in the vicinity of the 
line of saturation. In the volume-pressure diagram of the same body, 
the isothermals, isentropics and isodynamics, drawn for a perfect gas 
for the same values of a and c, will have the same relations to the true 
isothermals, etc. 

In that part of any diagram which represents a mixture of vapor 
and liquid, the isopiestics and isothermals will be identical, &8 the 
pressure is determined by the temperature alone. In both the 
diagrams which we are now comparing, they will be straight and 
parallel to the axis of abscissas. The form of the isometrics and 
isodynamics in the entropy-temperature diagram, or that of the 
isentropics and isodynamics in the volume-pressure diagram, will 
depend upon the nature of the fluid, and probably cannot be ex
pressed by any simple equations. The following property, however, 
renders it easy to construct equidif£erent systems of these lines, viz : 
any such system will divide any isothermal (isopiestic) into equal 
segments. 

It remains to consider that part of the diagram which represents 
the body when entirely in the condition of liquid. The fundamental 
characteristic of this condition of matter is that the volume is very 
nearly constant, so that variations of volume are generally entirely in
appreciable when represented graphically on the same scale on which 
the volume of the body in the state of vapor is represented, and both 
the variations of volume and the connected variations of the connected 
quantities may be, and generally are, neglected by the side of the 
variations of the same quantities which occur when the body passes 
to the state of vapor. 

Let us make, then, the usual assumption that v is constant, and see 
how the general equations (1), (2), (3) and (4) are thereby affected. 
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THERMODYNAMICS OF FLUIDS. 

dv =0, 
dW=O, 
de =td'l. 
dH =td'l, 

15 

these four equations will evidently be equivalent to the three inde
pendent equations (1), (2) and (3), combined with the assumption 
which we have just made. For a liquid, then, e, instead of being a 
function of two quantities v and 'I, is a function of 'I alone,-t is also 
a function of 'I alone, being equal to the differential co-efficient of the 
function e; that is, the value of one of the three quantities t, e and 'I, 
is sufficient to determine the other two. The value of v, moreover, is 
fixed without reference to the values of t, e and 'I (80 long &8 these do 
DOt pass the limits of values possible for liquidity); while p does not 
enter into the equations, i.e., p may have any value (within certain 
limits) without affecting the values of t, e, 'I or v. H the body change 
its state, continuing always liquid, the value of W for such a change 
is 0, and that of H is determined by the values of anyone of the 
three quantities t, e and 'I. It is, therefore, the relations between t, e, 
• and H, for which a graphical expression is to be 8Ought; a method, 
therefore, in which the co-ordinates of the diagram are made equal 
to the volume and pressure, is totally inapplicable to this particu
lar ease; v and p are indeed the only two of the five functions of the 
state of the body, v, p, t, e and 'I, which have no relations either to 
each other, or to the other three, or to the quantities Wand H, to be 
exprel!8ed.· The values of v and p do not really determine the state 
of an incompressible fiuid,-the values of t, e and " are still left 
undetermined, 80 that through every point in the volume-pre881Ue 
diagram which represents the liquid there must pass (in general) an 
infinite number of isothermals, isodynamics and iaentropiea. The 
dwaeter of this part of the diagram is 88 follows :-the st;ate" of 
liquidity are represented by the points of a line parallel to the axis of 
pn88Ures, and the isothermals, isodynamiea and iaentropiClt. which 
ClO88 the field of partial vaporization and meet this line, turn upward 
a.od follow its course. t 

In the entropy-temperature diagram the relations of t, e and " are 

·That ia, "aDd p han DO .. eb rela&io. to the 0I.ber qUDtiu., .... npr..-ible 
by eq1l&lioall; p, bcnreY., caJIDOt be lui tIIaa a certaiD f1UICCioD 01 t. 

t AD til.- dHliea1tit. are 01 _ remond wbea &he ~ 01 ..... 01 tile 
liqaid at cWrereat taDpera&ara are ~ appreciable OD &he .. r..I __ ~r. 
diap'am. ThU e&Il be «I.. in Yariou _,.,-, otben. by ~ .. eM bt.cl, 
10 wbich II .... refer, a AIicien&ly Iarp qaaDlity 01 die laid.. s.t. bow ...... w. do it, 
we mut erideatl, gi .. e up the po-ihWty 01 repr-.w., the bod, ill &be ..... 01 .. apor 
ia \be _ cliapua witboa\ ..aa.. iU djwrnri_ __ . 
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16 GBAPIDCAL METHODS IN THE 

distinctly visible. The line of liquidity is a curve AB (fig. 5) deter
mined by the relation between t and". This curve is &lao an is0-

t 

o 

B 
metric. Every point of it has a definite 
volume, temperature, entropy and 
energy. The latter is indicated by the 
isodynamics ~~, EzEz, etc., which 
CI'088 the region of partial vaporization 
and terminate in the line of liquidity. 
(They do not in this diagram turn and 
follow the line.) If the body pass 
from one state to another, remaining 
liquid, as from M to N in the figure, 
the heat received is represented as 
usual by the area MNnm. That the 

m D II work done is nothing, is indicated 
FIg. 5. by the fact that the line AB is an 

isometric. Only the i80piestics in this diagram a.re superposed in 
the line of fluidity, turning downward where they meet this line and 
following its course, 80 that for any point in this line the pressure is 
undetermined. This is, however, no inconvenience in the diagram, 88 

it simply expresses the fact of the case, that when all the quantities 
v, t, e and " are fixed, the pressure is still undetermined. 

Diagrams in which the Isometrics, Isopiestics, Isothermals, Iso
dynamics and Isentropics of a Perfect Gas are all Straight 
Lines. 

There are many cases in which it is of more importance that it 
should be easy to draw the lines of equal volume, pressure, tempera
ture, energy and entropy, than that work and heat should be repre
sented in the simplest manner. In such cases it may be expedient to 
give up the condition that the scale (y) of work and heat shall be 
constant, when by that means it is possible to gain greater simplicity 
in the form of the lines just mentioned. 

In the case of a perfect gas, the three relations between the quanti
ties v, p, t, e and" are given on pages 12, 13, equations (A), (B) and (D~ 
These equations may be easily transformed into the three 

logp+logv-Iogt=loga, (H) 

loge-Iogt=logc, (I) 

,,-cloge-alogv=O; (J) 

80 that the three relations between the quantities logv, logp, logt, 
log e and " are expressed by linear equations, and it will be possible 
to make the five systems of lines all rectilinear in the same diagram, 
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the distances of the isometrics being proportional to the differences 
of the logarithms of the volumes, the distances of the isopiesties being 
proportional to the differences of the logarithms of· the pl'6881lre8, and 
80 with the isothermals and the isodynamics,-the distances of the 
isentropics, however, being proportional to the differences of entropy 
simply. 

The scale of work and heat in such a diagram will vary inversely 
88 the temperature. For if we imagine systems of isentropics and 
iaothermaJs dra.wn throughout the dia.gra.m for equal small differences 
of entropy and temperature, the isentropics will be equidistant, but 
the distances of the isothermals will vary inversely as the temperature, 
aDd the small qua.drila.tera.ls into which the diagram is divided will 
vary in the sa.me ratio: :. 'Y" 1 + t. (See p. 5.) 

So far, however, the form of the diagram has not been completely 
defined. This may be done in various ways: e.g., if a; and 1/ be the 
reeta.ngula.r eo-ordina.tes, we may make 

{ a; = log v, {a;='1, {a:=logv, tc. or or e 
y=logp; 1/=logt; 1/='1; 

Or we may set the condition that the logarithms of volume, of pressure 
and of temperature, shall be represented 
in the diagra.m on the same seale. (The 
logarithms of energy are necessarily re-

" 
presented on the same sea.le as those of t 

temperature.) This will require that the 
isometrics, isopiestics and i80thermals cut 
one another at angles of 60°. 

The general character of all these dia
grams, which may be derived from one p' ....;;;D+-__ ~e=-_ 
another by projection by pa.ra.llel lines, may P 

be illustrated by the ea.se in which a:=logv, 
and y=logp. 

Through any point A (fig. 6) of such a 
diagram let there be dra.wn the isometric Fla·&. 

vv', the isopiestic pp/, the isothermal tt' and the isentropic 'I'l'. The 
linea pp' and vv' are of course parallel to the axes. Also by equa.tion (H~ 

tantAp=~~)c =(:~~:~)c = -I, 

IDd by (0) tan.AP=(:)1 =(~~O:~), = - c~a. 
Therefore, if we draw another isometric, cutting 'I'l', tt', and pp' in 
B,e and D, 

G.I. 

BD c+a BC a CD c 
CD = -c-' CJj=c· OO-a' 

B 
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Hence. in the diagrams of different gaeee. CD + Be will be propor
tional to the specific heat determined for equal volumes aDd for 
COD8tant volume. 

As the specific heat, thua determined. baa probably the same value 
for moat simple gases. the iaentropica will have the same inclinatioD 
in diagrams of this kind for moat simple gases. This inc1iDati0il may 
easily be found by a method which is independent of any unite of 
measurement. for 

BD: CD :/d log P) /d I~ P) :: (~l!) /t!!!). 
\d log v " \dlog v c dv" \dv c 

i .... BD+CD is equal to the quotient of the co-efficient of elMtieity 
under the condition of no transmission of heat. divided by the eo
efficient of elasticity at COD8tant temperature. This quotient for a 
simple gas is generally given 88 1'408 or 1'411. As 

CA+CD-..j2-1·'14. 
BD is very nearly equal to CA (for simple gases). which relatioo it 
may be convenient to use in the couatruction of the diagram. 

In regard to compound gases the rule seems to be. that the speaSe 
heat (determined for equal volumes and for constant volume) is to ~ 
epecific heat of a simple gas inversely &8 the volume of the compoUDd 
is to the volume of its coD8tituents (in the condition of gas); that. is. 
the value of Be+CD for a compound gas is to the value of BC+CD 
for a simple gas. &8 the volume of the compound is to the volume of 
its couatituents. Therefore. if we compare the diagrams (formed by 
this method) for a simple and a compound gas. the distance DA aDd 
therefore CD being the same in each. BC in the diagram of the c0m

pound gas will be to BC in the diagram of the simple gas &II the 
volume of the compound is to the volume of its couatituenta. 

Although the inclination of the isentropica is independent of the 
quantity of gas under coD8ideration. the rate of increase of , will vary 
with this quantity. In regard to the rate of increase of t. it is evident 
that if the whole diagram be divided into squares by isopie&tica aDd 
iBometrics drawn at equal distances, and isothermals be drawn u 
diagonals to the8e squares, the volumes of the isometrics, the pl"elllltU'e8 
of the isopietitics and the temperatures of the isothermals win eech 
form a ~'Ometrical series. and in all th~ seriC8 the ratio of two 
contiguous terms will be the same. 

Tilt' properties of the diaJ,.rrams ohtailll-d by the other methods mt'D
tionl'<i on pagtl 17 do not differ e8Hentially from thllfle just dC8Crillt.'Cl 
For example. in any such diuj..rram, if through any point we draw aD 

iHentropic, an iltothennal and an i80pil'lltic, which cut any iBoak-tric 
not paMing through the aame point, the ratio of the I!t·gmenla of the 
oometric will ha"e the "alue which has been found for BC: CD. 

In tftating the cue of vapors ahto, it may be convenient to ... 
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diagrams in which a:=log'l1 and y=logp, or in which a:='1 and 
y = log t; but the diagrams formed by these methods will evidently 
be radically different from one another. It is to be observed that 
each of these methods is what may be called a method of definite scale 
for work and heat; that is, the value of 'Y in any part of the diagram 
is independent of the properties of the fluid considered. In the first 

method 'Y = eZ~'" in the second 'Y =~. In this respect these methods 

have an advantage over many others. For example, if we should 
make a:= log '11, y='1, the value of 'Y in any part of the diagram would 
depend upon the properties of the fluid, and would probably not vary 
in any case, except that of a perfect gas, according to any simple law. 

The conveniences of the entropy-temperature method will be found 
to belong in nearly the same degree to the method in which the 
oo-m-dinates are equal to the entropy and the logarithm of the tem
perature. No serious difficulty attaches to the estimation of heat and 
work in a diagram formed on the latter method on account of the 
variation of the scale on which they are represented, as this variation 
follows so simple a law. It may often be of use to remember that 
such a diagram may be reduced to an entropy-temperature diagram 
by a vertical compression or extension, such 
that the d.istft.nces of the isothermals shall be 
made proportional to their differences of tem
perature. Thus if we wish to estimate the work 
or heat of the circuit ABeD (fig. 7), we may 
draw a number of equidistant ordinates (isen- A 

tropies) as if to estimate the included area, and 
for each of the ordinates take the differences 
of temperature of the points where it cuts the 
circuit; these differences of temperature will 

B 

·D 
Fig. 7. 

be equal to the lengths of the segments made by the corresponding 
cireuit in the entropy-temperature diagram upon a corresponding 
aystem of equidistant ordinates, and may be used to calculate the 
area of the circuit in the entropy-temperature diagram, i.e., to find 
the work or heat required. We may find the work of any path by 
applying the same process to the circuit formed by the path, the iso
metric of the final state, the line of no pressure (or any isopiestic; see 
note on page 9), and the isometric of the initial state. And we may 
find the heat of any path by applying the same process to a circuit 
formed by the path, the ordinates of the extreme points and the line 
of absolute cold That this line is at an infinite distance occasions no 
difficulty. The lengths of the ordinates in the entropy-temperature 
diagram which we desire are given by the temperature of points in 
the path determined (in either diagram) by equidistant ordinates. 
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The properties of the part of the entropy-temperature diagraa 
repreeentiDg a minnre of vapor and liquid, which are given OIl 

page 14. will evidently not be altered if the ordinates are made 
proportional to the logarithma of the temperatures instead of the 
temperatures simply. 

The repreeentation of specific heat in the diagram under diecnejoo 
is peculiarly simple. The specific heat of any substance at eonstaDt 

volume or under coDBtant preaanre may be de6ned 88 the value of 

(~). or(~)p' i.e., (d-~t). or (d~t); 
for a certain quantity of the substance. Therefore, if we draw a dia.
gram, in which :z: -, and 11 -log t, for that quantity of the substaDee 
which is used for the determination of the speci&c heat, the tangena. 
of the angles made by the isometrics and the i80piestiCIJ with the 
ordinates in the diagram will be equal to the specific heat of the 
substance determined for coDBtant volume and for constant prCW2* 

reepectively. Sometimes, instead of the condition of constant volame 
or constant preaaure, 80me other condition is used in the determinatiOll 
of specific heat. In all eaaee, the condition will be repreeented by. 
line in the diagram, and the tangent of the angle made by this _ 
with an ordinate will be equal to the specific heat 88 thus de6ned. U 
the diagram be drawn for any other quantity of the substance, tbe 
specific heat for constant volume or coDBtant preesure, or for any other 
condition, will be equal to the tangent of the proper angle in the 
diagram. multiplied by the ratio of the quantity of the substaDce for 
which the specific heat is determined to the quantity for which the 
diagram is drawn.· 

'fte Vo11U1UH1lUop1 Diacr&a 
The method of repreeentation. in which the eo-ordinatea of the paiDt 

in the diagram are made eqnal to the volume and entropy of tbe 
body. presents eertain characteristics which entitle it to a aomewbat 
detailed consideration. and for eome purpoees give it substantial 
advantages over any other method. We might anticipate acme 01 
theee advantages from the simple and symmetrical form of the general 
equations of thermodynamiea. when volume and entropy are ~ 
.. independent variables, viz :-t 

• rr- WI ..... P"'I*'1 01 .. cIIIpua. hiI ...... ba .. _ 01 ...... 
1M .u,b' be ' ..... iAW1 ded-.l. 

t s. .... 2, eq ..... (i), (S) UMl ('l-
ID ........ WI anicIe, ....... cU&r.tial oadIoMata an ~ \be cr-tiL, ..... 

.. ___ , ba .. .wr..dMioII .. IDdi.'ed '" • _beartp& 1eU«. fa We diM ' 
01 .. .w.-I ta&ropJ cUap.a. Ito_ •• UMl • an uilwa1, ,........ ........ 
..... ' ...... H= ...... _bIarip& ........ _ued. 
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de 
P=-dv' 

de 
t=d,l 

dW=pdv, 

dH=td'l. 
K!jmjD&~ p and t we have also 

de 
dW= - dvdv, 

de 
dH=~dFJ. 

21 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

The geometrical relations corresponding to these equations are in 
the volome-entropy diagram extremely simple. To fix our ideas, let 
the axes of volume and entropy be horizontal and vertical respec
tively, volume increasing toward the right and entropy upward. 
Then the pressure taken negatively will equal the ratio of the dift'er
ence of energy to the dift'erence of volume of two adjacent pointAI in 
the same horizontal line, and the temperature will equal the ratio of 
the di1I'erence of energy to the dift'erence of entropy of two adjacent 
points in the same vertical line. Or, if a eeriee of isodynamics be 
drawn for equal infinitesimal dift'erencee of energy, any aeries of hori
zontal lines will be divided into segmentAl inversely proportional to 
~ preasure, and any aeries of vertical lines into segmentAl invenely 
proportional to the temperature. We see by equations (13) and (14), 
that for a motion parallel to the axis of volume, the heat received u. 
0, and the work done u. equal to the decrease of the energy, while for 
a motion parallel to the am of entropy, the work done u. 0, and the 
heat received is equal to the inereaae of the energy. These two 
propositions are true either for elementary paths or for thoee of finite 
IeDgt.h. In general, the work for any element of a path u. eqnal to 
the ~uct of the plUl8Ute in that part of the diagram into the hori
IODtal Projection of the element of the path, and the heat received u. 
equal to the product of the temperature into the vertical projection 
of the element of the path. 

If we wish to estimate the value of the integrals f ptlv and f ttl", 
which represent the work and heat of any path, by means of meuare
ments upon the diagram. or if we wish to appreciate readily by the 
eye the approximate value of these expre8llions, or if we merely wiab 
t4 illustrate their meaning by means of the diagram; for any of these 
parpoaes tbe diagram which we are DOW c:ooaidering will have the 
advantage that it represents the dift'erentiala dv aod dFJ more simply 
IDd clearly than any other. 
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But we may aleo estimate the work and heat of any path by __ 
of an integration extending over the elemente of an area. via: by the 
formull8 of page 7, 

1 W"-Bo.r' - dA, 
y 

W. = 1: 11,~'''''''I!. &.A, 
y 

B. -1:11, '1('. " • ., !. dA. 
y 

In regard to the limite of integration in these formull8, we see that. for 
the work of any path which is not a circuit. the bounding line is ClOID

poeed of the path. the line of no pressure and two vertical linea, aDd 
for the heat of the path. the bounding line is compoeed of the palh. 
the line of absolute cold and two horizontal linea. 

Aa the sign of y,88 well 88 that of dA, will be indeterminate until 
we decide in which direction an area mUBt be circulllflCribed in order 
to be considered posit.ive, we will call an area positive which is eir
ctlJD8CI'ibed in the direction in which the hands of a watdl mo~ 
This choice, with the positiOD8 of the axes of volume and entropy 
which we have 8UPpoeed, will make the value of y in most CMeII posi
tive, 88 we shall see hereafter. 

The value of .", in a diagram drawn according to this method. will 
depend upon the properties of the body for which the diagram ia 

drawn. In: this respect, this method 
differs from all the others which have 
been discu.ssed in detail in this article. 
It is eaay to find an exprell8ion for ., 

N, If. o 
1f. 1f. 

o 

depending simply upon the variatiOlUl 01 
the energy, by comparing the ar. and 
the work or heat of an infinitely lIIDAll 
circuit in the form of a rectangle ha\-ing 
ita sides parallel to the two axe&. 

Let N,NsN.N. (fig. 8) be such a circuit. 
and let it be described in the order of 

• the numerals. 80 that the area is posiu\"'8. 
",.8. 

Also let '1' 'tt 'a. '. repreeent the energy 
at the four corners. The work done in the four sides in order ClOID-

mencing at N,• will be '1-'" 0, '.-' .. o. The total work, therefore. 
for the rectangular circuit is 

'1-"+"-'.· 
Now .. the rectangle is infinitely small. if we call ite sides dv and d.t. 
the above expreMion will be equivalent to 

dI. 
- dvd" dvd". 
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Dividing by the area. dv d", and writing Y"'" for the scale of work and 
heat in a diagram of this kind, we have 

1 _ d'e _dp_ dt 
Y"'" - - dvd'l - d" - - dv' 

(15) 

The two last expressions for the value of 1 +Y"'" indicate that the 
value of Y .. ," in different parts of the diagram will be indicated pro
portionally by the segments into which vertical lines are divided by a 
system of equidifferent isopiestics, and also by the segments into 
which horizontal lines are divided by a system of equidifferent iso
thermals. These results might also be derived directly from the 
propositions on page 5. 

As, in almost all cases, the pressure of a body is increased when it 

receives heat without change of volume, :; is in general positive, and 

the same will be true of Y"'" under the assumptions which we have 
made in regard to the directions of the axes (page 21) and the defini
tion of a positive area (page 22). 

In the estimation of work and heat it may often be of use to 
eoDSider the deformation necessary to reduce the diagram to one of 
eonstant scale for work and heat. Now if the diagram be so deformed 
that each point remains in the same vertical line, but moves in this 
line 80 that all isopiestics become straight and horizontal lines at 
distances proportional to their differences of pressure, it will evidently 
become a volume-pressure diagram. Again, if the diagram be 80 

deformed that each point remains in the same horizontal line, but 
moves in it 80 that isothermals become straight and vertical lines at 
distances proportional to their differences of temperature, it will 
become an entropy-temperature diagram. These considerations will 
enable us to compute numerically the work or heat of any path 
which is given in a volume-entropy diagram, when the pressure and 
temperature are known for all points of the path, in a manner 
analogous to that explained on page 19. 

The ratio of any element of area in the volume-pressure or the 
entropy-temperature diagram, or in any other in which the scale of 
work and heat is unity, to the corresponding element in the volume-

t diagra . ted b 1 d'e Th . en ropy m IS represen y - or -d-d . e cases m 
Y"'" v " 

which this ratio is 0, or changes its sign, demand especial attention, 
as in such cases the diagrams of constant scale fail to give a satis
factory representation of the properties of the body, while no difficulty 
or inconvenience arises in the use of the volume-entropy diagram. 

As - d~" == i, its value is evidently zero in that part of the 

diagram which represents the body when in part solid, in part liquid, 
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24 GRAPHICAL METHODS IN THE 

and in part vapor. The properties of such a mixture are very simply 
and clearly exhibited in the volume-entropy diagram. 

Let the temperature and the pressure of the mixture, which a.re 
independent of the proportions of vapor, solid and liquid, be denoted 

, by t' and p'. Also let V, L and S (fig. 9) 
be points of the diagram which indicate 

V the volume and entropy of the body in 
three perfectly defined states, viz: that of 
a vapor of temperature t' and pressure p', 
that of a liquid of the same temperature 
and pressure, and that of a solid of the 
same temperature and pressure. And let 
v v, 'Iv, VL• '1L' Vs. 'Is denote the volume and 

Fig. 9. v entropy of these states. The position of 
the point which represents the body, when 

part is vapor, part liquid, and part solid, these parts being as fl, r, 
and 1- fl -II. is determined by the equations 

V=fl~v+lI11L+(I-fl-lI)vs, 

'I = p.FJV+lIFJL +(1- p, -1I)'1s. 

where v and " are the volume and entropy of the mixture. The 
truth of the first equation is evident. The second may be written 

'1- 'Is = p,('1v- '1S)+II('1L - 'Is), 
or multiplying by t', 

t'('1- 'Is) = p, t'('1v- '1s)+11 t'('1L - '111~ 

The first member of this equation denotes the heat necessary to bring 
the body from the state S to the state of the mixture in question 
under the constant temperature t', while the terms of the second 
member denote separately the heat necessa.ry to vaporize the part p.. 
and to liquefy the part II of the body. 

The values of 11 and 'I are such as would give the center of gravity 
of masses fl, II and 1-p, -II placed at the points V, L and S.* Hence 
the part of the diagram which represents a mixture of va.por, liquid 
and solid, is the triangle VLS. The pressure and temperature are 
constant for this triangle, i.e., an isopie8tic and also an isothermal 
here expand to cover a space. The isodynamics are straight and equi-

distant for equal differences of energy. For: = -p' and ~ = t', 
both of which are constant throughout the triangle. 

* Th_ poiDte will not be iD the same Itraight liDe unI_ 

t'("" -".): t'("£-,,.):: "" -v.: "£ - v., 
a condition very unlikely to be fulfilled by any IUbetance. The firat and aecond terma 
of this proportion denote the heat of vaporizatioD (from the lOUd ltate) and that of 
UquefaotioD. 
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TllEBMODYNAKICS OF FLUIDS. 25 

This ease ean be but very imperfectly represented in the volume
preasure, or in the entropy-temperature diagram. For all points in 
the same vertiealline in the triangle VLS will, in the volume-pressure 
diagram, be represented by a single point, as having the same volume 
and preesure. And all the points in the same horizontal line will be 
represented in the entropy-temperature diagram by a single point, as 
having the same entropy and temperature. In either diagram, the 
whole triangle reduces to a straight line. It must reduce to a line 
in any diagram whatever of constant scale. as its area must become 
o in such a diagram. This must be regarded as a defect in these 
diagrams, 88 essentially different states are represented by the same 
point. In consequence. any circuit within the triangle VLS will be 
represented in any diagram of constant scale by two paths of opposite 
directions superposed. the appearance being 88 if a body should change 
ita state and then return to its original state by inverse processes, 80 

u ~ repass through the same series of states. It is true that the 
eircuit in question is like this combination of processes in one important 
particular, viz: that W = H = 0, Le.. there is no transformation of heat 
into work. But this very fact. that a circuit without transformation 
of heat into work is possible, is worthy of distinct representation. 

A body may have such properties that in one part of the volume-

di 1. dp., L 
entropy agram -, I.e.. d- 18 

Y"'I 'I 
positive and in another negative. 
These parts of the diagram may 
be separated by a line, in which 

~ =0, or by one in which % 
changes abruptly from a positive to 
• negative value." (In part, also. 
they may be separated by an area in 

which ~ = 0.) In the representa

tion of such eases in any diagram 
of coll8tant scale, we meet with a 0 

diffieuIty of the following nature. "" 10. " 
Let us suppose that on the right of the line LL (fig. 10) in a volume-

entropy diagram, ~: is positive, and on the left negative. Then, if 

we draw any circuit ABeD on the right side of LL, the direction 

• The tiDe which repreIIIIlta the variou etatee of water .t ita maximum denalt1 for 
..u- COIIIItaDt ..-una II t.Il example of the mat cue. A 1Ub.tauce which .. • 
liquid bu DO proper muimum denaity for coutt.Dt ~, but which ex ..... la 
.udifyiDg, ... Ul ar.mp1e of the _d cue. 
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being that of the bands of a wat.eh, the work and heat of the cireIlit 
will be positive. But if we draw any circuit EFOU in the auae 
direction on the other side of the line LL. the work and heat will 
be negative. For 

W-H=I.1.- cJA =IdJ> dA, 
Y". cr. 

and the direction of the circuits makes the areas positive in both 
cases. Now if we should change this diagram into any diagram of 
constant acale, the areas of the circuits, 88 representing proportiooaIJy 
the work done in each case, must necesaarily have opposite sigas. 
ie., the direction of the circuits must be opposite. We will IIU~ 
that the work done is positive in the diagram of constant acaIe . • beD 
the direction of the circuit is that of the hands of a wateh. Then. in 

p 

o 

L 

)1 
that diagram, the circuit ABCD would have 
that direction, and the circuit EroU the COD

trary direction, 88 in figure 11. Now if we 
imagine an indefinite number of circuitB 011 

each side of LL in the volume-entropy eli. 
gram, it will be evident that to transfOl'1ll 
such a diagram into one of constant aeale.1IO 
as to change the direction of all the circuit. 
on one side of LL, and of none on the other 
the diagram must be folded 0Vt"r along that 
line; 80 that the points on one side of LL in 
a diagram of constant seale do not represent. 

y any states of the body, while on the other' 
PIc· 11. side of this line, each point, for a cert&iD 

distance at least, represents two different states of the body. which in 
the volume-entropy diagram are represenk>cl by points on oppt.u~ 
sides of the line LL We have thus in a part of the field two di~ 
superpoeed, which must be carefully distinguiHhed. If this be dooe. 
as by the help of different colors, or of continuous and dotted IiDell, 
or otherwise. and it is remembered that there is no continuity betw~ 
these superpoHecl diagrams, except along the bounding line LL. all the 
general theorems which have been developed in this article CAll be 
readily applied to the diagram. But to the eye or to the imaginatiOll. 
the fil.~re will neceMarily be much more confusing than a volume
entropy diagram. 

If ;¥,; = 0 for the line LL. there will be another inconvenience in 

the uae of any diagram of constant acaIe, viz: in the vicinity of the 

line LL.~, i.e., 1 +Y". will have a very small value, 110 that ...... 

will be very greatly reduced in the diagram of constant eeale ... COID-
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pared with the corresponding areas in the volume-entropy diagram. 
Therefore, in the former diagram, either the isometrics, or the isen
tropics, or both, will be crowded together in the vicinity of the line 
LL, 80 that this part of the diagram will be necessarily indistinct. 

It may occur, however, in the volume-entropy diagram, that the 
same point must represent two different states of the body. This 
occurs in the ease of liquids which can be vaporized. Let:M1l (fig. 12) 
be the line representing the states of the liquid 
bordering upon vaporization. This line will be • 
near to the axis of entropy, and nearly parallel 
tA:I it. If the body is in a state represented by 
a point of the line MM, and is compressed 
without addition or subtraction of heat, it will 
remain of course liquid. Hence, the points of 
ilie space immediately on the left of :M1l re
present simple liquid. On the other hand, the 
body being in the original state, if its volume 
should be increased without addition or sub-
traction of heat, and if the conditions necessary 

I( 

1 
~ .. 
:i8, g. -. 

for vaporization are present (conditions relative o~--:)(!-:-----. 
tA:I the body enclosing the liquid in question, Fic. l.2. 

etA:.~ the liquid will become partially vaporized, 
but if these conditions are not present, it will continue liquid. Hence, 
every point on the right of MM and sufficiently near to it represents 
two different states of the body, in one of which it is partially 
vaporized, and in the other it is entirely liquid. H we take the 
points as representing the mixture of vapor and liquid, they form 
one diagram, and if we take them as representing simple liquid, they 
fonn & totally different diagram superposed on the first. There is 
evidently no continuity between these diagrams except at the line 
D i we may regard them as upon separate sheets united only along 
JIlL For the body cannot pass from the state of partial vaporization 
tA:I the state of liquid except at tlrls line. The reverse pr0ce88 is 
indeed possible; the body can pass from the state of superheated 
liquid to that of partial vaporization, if the conditions of vaporization 
alluded to above are supplied, or if the increase of volume is carried 
beyond & certain limit, but not by gradual changes or reversible 
processes. After such a change, the point representing the state of 
the body will be found in & different position from that which it 
oeeupied before, but the change of state cannot be properly repre
I!eDted by any path, as during the change the body does not satisfy 
that condition of uniform temperature and pressure which has been 
UlUlDed throughout this article, and which is necessary for the 
graphical methods under discussion. (See note on page 1.) 



GRAPIIICAL JOTIIODS IN 1'IlB 

Of the two superpoeed diagrams. that which repreeeDta llimple 
liquid is a continuation of the diagram on the left of MM. The
isopiestics. isothennals and iaodynamiC!t pe.88 from one ~ the other 
without abrupt change of direction or curvature. But that wbieb 
represents a mixture of vapor and liquid will be difFerent in ita 
character. and its i80piestics and isothennala will make anglee ita 
general with the corresponding lines in the diagram of simple liquid. 
The isodynamics of the di&gl:&m of the mixture. and thoee of &.be 
diagram of simple liquid, will differ in general in curvature a& the 

line MM. but not in direction. for ~ - - p and ~ - t. 

The case is essentially the same with some subetaDcee, .. wa&er. 

for eumple. about the line which separates the llimple liquid from • 
mixture of liquid and 801id. 

In these cases the inconvenience of having one diagram superpoeed 
upon another cannot be obviated by any change of the principle OIl 

which the diagram i8 baaed. For no distortion can bring the t.hfte 
sbeets. which are united along the line MM (one on the left and two 
on the right). in~ a single plane 81lIfaee without superpositioo. Sacla 
cues, therefore, are radically distinguished from thoae iD which &.be 
superposition is caused by an UDSuitable method of repreeentatioo. 

To find the character of a volame-entropy diagram of a perfect guo 
we may make. constant iD equation (D) on page 13. which will gi" 
for the equation of an iaodynamic and isothermal 

,,-a log tI + Ccmat.. 

and we may make p con.stant in equation (0). which will give for the 
equation of an isopiestic 

,,-(a+c) log v+Conat. 

It will be obeerved that all the iaodynamics and isothennala can ... 
drawn by a single pattern and so al80 with the isopiestics. 

The case will be nearly the same with vapors in a .-rt of the 
diagram. In that part of the diagram which represents a mixture or 
liquid and vapor. the iROthennals. which of COUI'8e are idontical with 
the i80piestics. are straight linea. For when a hody is vaporized 
under CO(l.'4tant prt>fl8Ure and temperature. the quantities of heal 
reccivt'd are proportional to the incremt'nt8 of volume; therefore. the 
incl't'ment8 of entropy are proportional to the increments of volume. 

A8 j:. = -1' and ~: ... t. any isothennal is cut at the same angle by 

an the i8otly,namiCR. and is divided in~ equal llegments by equi
different isodynamics. The latter property i" U8eful in drawiog 
8yateme of equiditrerent Wodynamics. 
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Arrangement of the Isometric, Isopiestic, Isothermal and 
Isentropic about a Point. 

19 

The arrangement of the isometric, the isopiestic, the isothermal and 
the isentropic drawn through any same point, in respect to the order 
in which they succeed one another around that point, and in respect 
to the sides of these lines toward which the volume, pressure, tem
perature and entropy increase, is not altered by any deformation of 
the II1lriaee on which the diagram is drawn, and is therefore inde
pendent of the method by which the diagram is formed. * This 
arrangement is determined by certain of the most characteristic 
thermodynamic properties of the body in the state in question, and 
eervee in turn to indicate these properties. It is determined, namely, 

by the value of (~:)" as positive, negative, or zero, i.e., by the effect 

of heat as increasing or diminishing the pressure when the volume 
is maintained constant, and by the nature of the internal thermo
dyuamic equilibrium of the body &8 stable or neutral,-an unstable 
equilibrium, except as a matter of specUlation, is of course out of 
the question. 

Let us first eumine the ease in which (~:)" is positive and the 

equilibrium is stable. As (:)" does not vanish at the point in 

qoestion, there is a definite isopiestic passing through that point, 
00 one side of which the pressures are greater, and on the other less, 

than on the line itself. As (:!)" = - (~) ,,' the ease is the same 

.nth the isothermal. It will be convenient to distinguish the sides 
of the isometric, isopiestic, etc., on which the volume, pressure, etc., 
increase, &8 the poBitive sides of these lines. The condition of stability 
requires that, when the pressure is constant, the temperature shall 
increase with the heat reeeived,-therefore with the entropy. This 
may be written [dt: d'l], > o. t It also requires that, when there 
is no transmission of heat, the pressure should increase &8 the volume 
dimioishes. i.e., that [dp: dv]" < O. Through the point in question, 

*It ia here .. umed that, in the vicinity of the point in queetion, each point in the 
diacram ~. only ODe ltate of the body. The propoeitiona developed in the fol· 
IowiDg pap! caDDot be appHeel to pointe of the line where two IUperposed dia(p'ama 
U'llIIIited (_ }IIIIe. ~28) without certain modificatioD" . 

t AI tile DOtMiOD : ill naed to denote the limit of the ratio of dt to cItr, it wonld DOt 

be quite aocuat.e to .y that the ccmditiOD of ltabllity requirel that (~) .. >o' ThU 

~ Nquu. that the ratio of the cWferencea of temperature aDd entropy betw_ 
... poiDt in qu.tiOD aDd aDy other iDfuUte1y lIeU' to it aDd upon the _e iIopieetio 
.... be poIItIve. It II Dot D~ that the limit; of thiII ratio Ihould be po.itive. 
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A (fig. 13), let there be drawn the isometric vv' and the isentropic 
",,', and let the positive sides of these lines be indicated &8 in the 

figure. The conditions (i:). > 0 and [dp: dv]" < 0 require that the 

pressure at v and at " shall be greater than at A, and hence, that 
the isopiestic shall fall &8 pp' in the figure, and have its positive side 

turned &8 indicated. Again, the conditions (!)" <0 and [dt :d,,],,>O 

require that the temperature at " and at p shall be greater than at A, 
and hence, that the isothermal shall fall &8 tt' and have its positive 

side turned &8 indicated. As it is not necessary that (~)" > 0, the 

lines pp' and tt' may be tangent to one another at A, provided that 
they cross one another, so &8 to have the same order about the point 
A &8 is represented in the figure; i.e., they may have a contact of the 

second (or any even) order." But the condition that ~). >0, and 

hence (!)" <0, does not allow pp' to be tangent to vv', nor tt' to "'1'. 

If (1) be still positive, but the equilibrium be neutral, it will be 
" " possible for the body to change its 

'y P state without change either of tem-
perature or of pressure; i.e., the 

~' isothermal and isopie&tic will be 
identical. The lines will fall &8 in 

"'-=~----7)~--_..:!: figure 13, except that the isothermal 
~,I' and isopiestic will be superposed. 

p' 

In like manner, if (~~)" < 0, it may 

be proved that the lines will fall &8 

in figure 14 for stable equilibrium, 
FIe- 13. and in the same way for neutral 

equilibrium, except that pp' and tt' will be superposed.t 

.. An example of this ill doubtl_ to be fonnd at the critical point of a fluid. See 
Dr. Andrewl .. On the continuity of the gaseoUII and liquid lltates of matter." PAtl. 
TraM., yol. 169, p. 575. 

U the isothermal and isopiestic have a limple tangency at A, on one lIide of that 
point they will have luch directionll &8 will expresa an uDltable equilibrinm. A line 
drawn through all such pointa in the diagram will form a boundary to the pouible part 
of the diagram. It may be that the part of the diagram of a fluid, which represent. 
the superheated liquid state, is bounded on one Bide by luch a line. 

t When it is eaid that the arrangement of the lines in the diagram mUllt be like that 
in flgure ]3 or in flgure 14, it is not meant to exclude the Calle in which the figure 
(13 or 14) mUllt be turned over, in order to correspond with the diagram. In the cue, 
howeyer, of diagramll formed by any of the methoda mentioned in thil article, if the 
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THERMODYNAMICS OF FLUIDS. 31 

The case that (~)" = 0 includes a considerable number of con

oeivable eases, which would require to be distinguished. It will be 
sufficient to mention those most likely to occur. 

In a field of stable equilibrium it ma.y occur that (~),,=o along a 

line, on one side of which (:t) ,,> 0, and on the other side (t)" < O. 

At any point in such a line the isopiestics will be tangent to the 
isometrics and the isothermals to the isen
tropies. (See, however, note on page 29.) 

In a field of neutral equilibrium repre
aenting a mixture of two different states 
of the substance, where the isothermals and 
isopiestics are identical, a line may occur 
which has the threefold character of an 
isometric, an isothermal and an isopiestic. 

For such a line (~). =0. If (~)" has 

opposite signs on opposite sides of this 

p 

Fia·14. 

line, it will be an isothermal of maximum or minimum temperature. * 
The ease in which the body is partly solid, partly liquid and partly 

vapor has already been sufficiently diseU88ed. (See pages 23, 24.) 
The arrangement of the isometric, isopiestic, etc., as given in figure 

13, will indicate directly the sign of any differential eo-efficient of the 

form ~:): where 1£, wand z ma.y be any of the quantities 'V, p, t, " 

(and t, if the isodynamic be added in the figure). The value of such 
a differential eo-efficient will be indicated, when the rates of increase 
of tI, p, etc., are indicated, as by isometrics, ete., drawn both for the 
values of 'V, ete., at the point A, and for values differing from these by 

a small quantity. For example, the value of (~~)" will be indicated 

by the ratio of the segments intercepted upon an isentropic by a pair 
of isometrics and a pair of isopiesties, of which the differences of 
volume and pressure have the same numerical value. The ease in 
which W or H appears in the numerator or denominator instead of a 

direc:tioaa of the ax. be auch .. we have uaumed, the agreement with figure 13 will 
be IPitAoW ttUJenioR, and the agreement with fig. 14 will alao be without t"_eioa for 
woIame-entropy diagrams, but with t,,_.ion for volume-preBll1l1"8 or entropy·temperat.ure 
diagrama, or thme in which Z= log 11 and r=logp, or Z=71 and r=logt . 

• Aa lOme Uquida expand and othel"ll coutract in 8Olidifying, it is pouible that there 
IN _ which will 80lidify either with expanaion, or without change of vollUDe, or 
1riih _tnd.iCID. acoordiDg to the preenre. If any IUch there are, they alford exampl_ 
aC the __ tiODed above. 
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32 THERIrIODYNAlOCS OF FLUIDS. 

function of the state of the body, can be reduced to the preceding by 
the substitution of pdv for d W, or that of td" for dH. 

In the foregoing discU88ion, the equations which express the funda
mental principles of thermodynamics in an analytical form have been 
assumed, and the aim has only been to show how the same relations 
may be expressed geometrically. It would, however, be easy, starting 
from the first and second laws of thermodynamics &8 usually enun
ciated, to arrive at the same results without the aid of analytical 
formulm,-to arrive, for example, at the conception of energy, of 
entropy, of absolute temperature, in the construction of the dia.gra.m 
without the a.na1ytical definitions of these quantities, and to obtain the 
various properties of the diagram without the analytical expression 
of the thermodynamic properties which they involve. Such a course 
would have been better fitted to show the independence and sufficiency 
of a graphical method, but perhaps less suitable for an examination 
of the comparative advantages or disadvantages of different graphical 
methods. 

The possibility of treating the thermodynamics of fluids by such 
graphical methods as have been described evidently arises from the 
fact that the state of the body considered, like the position of a point 
in a plane, is capable of two and only two independent variatioD& 
It is, perhaps, worthy of notice, that when the diagram is only used 
to demonstrate or illustrate general theorems, it is not necessary, 
although it may be convenient, to assume any particular method of 
forming the diagram; it is enough to suppose the different states of 
the body to be represented continuously by points upon a sheet. 
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